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Abstract: 
Every nation has identity. National identity largely derives from 
culture - traditional or modern — expressing itself in many 
forms. This paper focuses on the traditional culture. It 
establishes that traditional institutions in Africa express 
traditional culture and that both the institutions and the cultur e 
they express arc fast getting eroded. Among the many forms of 
cultural expression, this paper picks the plastic art and craft, 
using traditional Isoko sculptures and crafts to highlight the 
importance of culture in national development. The paper urges 
the resuscitation of the eroding traditional institutions.  

Introduction: 

Man is a cultural being. Man, therefore, can hardly be separated from his culture. This assertion is 

true virtually of pie-colonial Africans since modern Africans can hardly boast of any enduring conventions 

that have not been eroded by Western ideology to a point of none recognition. Before the advent of 

colonial masters in Africa, traditional institutions - established practices in a culture - were unwritten 

constitutions which formed the behavioral pattern and were held in high esteem. Recall that the unwritten 

constitution of Great Britain is the custom of the people. So what traditional African institutions express is 

unwritten constitution of Africans. If this argument must serve then we cannot compromise the need to 

resuscitate the eroding traditional institutions and, therefore, what they express. 

However, with the advent of the colonial masters in Africa the traditional institutions became 

eroded, weakened or replaced by new order. This was because colonialism saw the institutions ‘primitive’ 

and ‘idolatry’. Therefore, where the colonial masters, had no control they had influence to civilize the 

primitive and Christianize (he idolaters by introducing a form of government (indirect and direct rule) that 

went with it education, Christianity trade. But one could have thought that the colonial masters would have 

restructured the traditional institutions to serve as blue prints n terms of knowledge, techniques and 

resources for contemporary African cultures. Can you civilize a people by destroying her known to bring 

the unknown? You cannot civilize people that way. 

The intergovernmental conference on cultural policies in Africa held in 1975, Accra, Ghana, the 

seminars in 19S9, UNESCO - Recommendation on the safeguarding of traditional culture and Folklore - 

and African Regional Seminar held at the University of Ghana January 26 - 28, 1999, emphasized the need 

to resuscitate traditional African institution for national development. Have the interventions of our 

governments in contemporary Africa and Universities’ programmes solved or nearly the cultural problems? 

No Government policies and Universities’ programmes focus on Science and Technology. It is more 

pathetic that cultural policies do not receive the seriousness they deserve from both government and 

society. Apart from few cultural troupes that are commercial across the continent, few NGOs, if there are, 

put up or sponsor cultural programmes. The surviving aspects of traditional culture which are in 

themselves, now almost alien to the original are left in the hands of the few' traditional people who do not 

have support of modern society which shy way from the benefits of culture. 

Although reference will be made to aspects of Africa’s intangible culture, the major concern of 

this paper, therefore, is on material culture: especially as the intangible expresses the tangible. This paper 

also examines the influence of African art on the West, using traditional Isoko setting; this will focus on 

craft, sculpture, and its influence on music and dance as means of national development. 
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African and European Art: 

Western contact with African art generated a considerable ambivalence. While sculptures evoked 

great interest, paintings did not. Sculpture presented a dual character. This is in respect of aesthetics, 

appreciation and an extension, in the formal expressiveness or creative imagination. Meilach (1968) 

capture this, thus: 
In the early 1990s, Western artists were seeking an escape from 
the prevalent romantic and pictorial representation of the day. 
They were looking for more fundamental expression and the 
answer was found in the primitive carvings being brought to the 
Western world from Africa, Samoa, and other countries. These 



carvings, by people of primitive cultures, were blissfully simple 
and unaffected by formal theories of aesthetics that were  
strangulating Western art .  As primitive carving circulated, Western 
artists borrowed from these sources in a frankly manner. The 
impact is tremendous. 

From the forgoing except, we could see two groups of artists from different cultural areas, their 

different approaches to nature and art, the problem the West had and solution found in Africa, Samoa and 

other distant countries which evoked “tremendous impact,” “blissfully simple and unaffected by formal 

theories of aesthetic” yet, its “impact was tremendous”. Transition, among others, strikes the writer more. 

Just as each of the component volumes of the human being is connected with one another, so 

those of sculptural composition are connected. In sculpture, these volumes may appear separate with parts 

touching, lying side by side or one resting on the other, as the neck is on the shoulders. Transition, 

therefore, is the connection between two volumes or the passage from one volume to another. It is either 

abrupt or smooth. This is important in sculpture. The manner that African carvers treated transition gave an 

enduring excitement to expressive experience. Rogers (1969) affirmed this, thus: 
The transition between volumes of the so-called primitive wood 
sculptures of Oceania and Africa arc almost without exception 
abrupt and each major part of the sculpture is carved as a 
separate, self-contained, and clearly delineated volumes. The 
discontinuity, together with the abrupt changes of the direction of 
the surfaces and the equally abrupt changes of scale in adjacent 
volumes, imparts a jaunty and staccato flavour to many of these 
carvings, a liveliness which is characteristic in particular of 
African sculptures. The capacity of African sculptors to conceive 
the sculptured figures so completely in terms of volume is one of 
the things that make their works so exciting to twentieth-century 
European sculptors. A great deal of African carvings is not only 
extraordinarily inventive but also possesses a completely lucid 
visual structure. The transitions in particular, are usually carved 
in the most decisive way and are structurally convincing... 

From the forgoing quotation, African carvers evolved their own elements sculptural form, which 

were unique, convincing and referential. Africans adopted abrupt transition. For the first time, instead of 

Africans copying the West, the West rather borrowed from Africans in a “frankly eclectic manner” and 

European art was saved front “strangulation.’ Again, Meilach (1968) confirmed that bronze and stone 

sculptures by Pablo Picasso and Constantine Erancuisi first reflected this simplicity. From the influence of 

African art on that of the West, one now understands the rationale for robbing the palace of the Oba of 

Benin of all the court in 1897 by the British and Naval force during the Benin Punitive Expedition. After 

the attainment of independence, Nigeria asked for return of these loots but was turned down by Britain. 

Even the original mask which was the symbol of “FESTAC 77” was not released but that Britain only 

allowed Nigeria to copy it. 

That the loot of 1897 was an eye opener to the west, a wave of art collection swoop into Nigeria 

and other countries Africa in 1900s. So, African sculptures as Fagg (1963) suggested, “became hot exhibits 

in Western museums and galleries”. Now, it is clear that Western interest grew in African sculptures both 

on account of their value as sources of aesthetic enjoyment and the challenges they present to the creative 

imagination. 
 

Traditional Isoko Sculptures: 
The traditional Isoko sculptures are classified into mud and wood sculptures. Both sculptures are 

cult art. The mud sculptures are mostly found on or around shrines as symbols of duties, a medium to 
reaching Oghenc (God) through Esenio (ancestors). It is the cultural and artistic value they offer to 
aesthetic enjoyment and the challenges they present to the creative imagination that is the concern here. 

The mud sculpture, fall with single or composition of two forms either standing or sitting freely. 
Unlike the wood sculptures, the mud sculptures run smooth transition employing African proportion - big 
head, long torso and short limbs. Striking about them is their domineering pose, cubic style and partination 
whether they are individual or communal in ownership. Very remarkable ones are “Ogbogbo” of 
Akpalako, ‘Oruamudhu quarter in Ozoro, an ‘Oliho’ of Oleh. The wood sculptures are smaller in size and 
carved cither as single object or composition of many components. While, ‘Obo’, ‘Ezi’ are single Ivri’ is a 
combination of many volumes. 

It is in carving that Isoko people made their mark. Apart from African proportion and formal 
composition, the cavers employed that abrupt transition which gave African carvings that staccato flavour 
that was ‘blissfully simple and unaffected' by the formal theories of aesthetics that were strangulating 
Western art. Their head mask (uvedho) and face mask (acheche) were also ‘blissfully simple’. Traditional 
dance were enhanced by the use of uvedho’ and ‘acheche.’ Akuakua, Udhe and Oru traditional dance of the 
Ozoro people would not be tat famous on account of aesthetic enjoyment and challenges that pose to 
creative imagination without these masks. 

Craft: 

Traditional weaving and pottery were highly developed among the Isoko people. Umi, Ebo, Abo, 



Aro, Uge, Ekcle and Ugboriye formed a good tradition. A form of guild system in the area of craft existed 

unknowingly among the Isoko people. The weaving of umi (seave) was dominant in Owhe, Oleh and Ozoro 

clan. Igc and Aro (wicker-fish-trap) were associated with Ozoro. Ebo (storage) and Abo were associated 

with Oleh and Irri. Egerere (mat) and edhudhu (hand fan) were shared by Owhe, Oleh and Irri. Though the 

production of these items was dominant in some villages no one village could claim absolute dominance. • 

Pottery also shared in the high tradition, ’Othe’ (pot) ‘Unutgwo’ (saucer) and ‘Egho' (cup) were 

produced and fired traditionally. Every home had these items. Though, it is not every one who could 

produce them. The availability of the items in every home suggests their commercial scale which again 

confirms the high tradition. 

Educational Value: 

As sited in Urevbu (1988( “Education describes the total process of human learning by which 

knowledge is imparted, (acuities trained and skills developed. Though the creative art is a discipline in 

itself, it enhances the process of general human learning, imparting knowledge, training faculties and 

developing skills. An outline of the Aims of Nigerian Education in the National Policy on Education will 

illuminate the educational value of the creative art “The acquisition of appropriate skills, abilities and 

competencies both mental and physical as equipment for the individual to live in and contribute to the 

development of his society.” The emphasis in the outline is on acquisition of appropriate skills abilities, 

competencies both mental and physical for development. We must note that mental and physical are the 

two sides of the creative art. One of the aims of primary education in the National Policy on Education is 

exact to enable children acquire the knowledge of basic trades and crafts in the locality in which they live; 

and they arc outlined as local crafts, carving of doors, wood work, metal work, mat making, leather work, 

and pottery - making... 

As available in the web, “Partnership for Learning,” the writer asks: did you know that visual 

works of art - painting, drawing, sculpture, photography - broaden a child’s world? It was added that 

students learn much about their world when they study the visual arts, from history to culture, to 

expression, to imagination and inspiration. It develops their art - producing skills, enhances their 

knowledge of the nature of art, and develops their ability to evaluate, analyze, and make enlightened 
 _  
Economic Value: 

Every country engages in both national and international trades. Both aim at enhancing the living 

standard of the citizens. Culture as expresses in the art forms, form, form some of the trade items. Writing 

on international trade, Olusanya (1978) opined that every country has its own distinct culture and that 

differences in culture affect trade between one country and the other. The Gothic era in Europe showed that 

economic activity of every cathedral town revolved round the construction of cathedral and production of 

sculpture. In medieval India, the construction of Hindu temples and their decorative art works had the same 

economic affect. 

According to Adams (1999), today institutions and individuals continue to find works of art, and 

there is a nourishing art market through out the world. He added that more people than ever before but and 

enjoy art often as an investment which has become an international business and that art theft is also 

international in scale. In the account of the Benin Punitive Expedition of 1897, we recall how the British 

and Naval Force carted away all the court art of the Birds, the wave of the art collection in Africa by the 

West that followed till today, and the exhibitions of Nigeria sculptures oversea and now the employment of 

African art teachers overseas. All these combine to lead to balance of trade and therefore, balance of 

payment enhancing the living standard of Nigerians and Africans. 

From the forgoing paragraphs, therefore, there is a great need to resuscitate traditional African 

institutions. For the institutions ensure the continuity of those African forms that enrich African art. The 

institutions offer the continuum of human experience that put African art in the limelight of aesthetic 

appreciation and creative imagination that translate into economic power. 

Recommendation: 

Government, society and individuals must put hands on deck to resuscitate culture. Government 

must make policies to safeguard our traditional institutions, build museums and arts galleries. 

The media must promote and document cultural expressions. 

NGOs and individuals should invest in tourist center, be conscious of and preserve culture. 

Our attitude to our culture as inferior and fetish must change for good. 

Conclusion: 

A nation without culture is faceless. Traditional African institutions must be preserved to keep our 

face as cultural people. 
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